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Abstract
Fight for years in Germany and Poland, the debate on the legitimacy and form of commemoration the fate of
displaced persons has revealed the selective nature of the national collective memory and the magnitude of the problems
that resettlement has left in the minds of generations.
Selected and properly highlighted facts make the common (national) memory of the past. However, selective
look at past times may cause that in the neighboring countries and nations nurtured a different "truth" about past events,
and stories – each nation - in its overall expression might contradict one another.
This situation is clearly visible on the Polish-German border, in the so-called Eurocities (pol. Euromiastach).
Then there are the differences of civilization, culture, economy, sociology, and of many others.
Observation of the outstanding problems related awakens the desire for action to help solve them. The role of
architects, as those most prepared to shape the space is very important. By controlling the border cities of degradation
processes, we can make the people living in more satisfied, so more open for changes.
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Introduction
Presentation of the tangled histories of European nations, particularly tragic time for many of
them – the World War II effects, requires particular circumspection. The war is one of the key
points around which are still built the relationship between human beings.
Caution of the Polish society against the aspirations of the Germans to commemorate war and
postwar time suffering of the German nation shows for fear distort the contemporary history of
Europe. We remember that many nations were deliberately exterminated, experienced mass
relocations due to the organized State violence or international agreements of the Allies.
Unheard of in today's era is the enormity of damaged relationships: interpersonal relations,
attachment to place, tradition, history, which had an impact on the quality of life after resettlement.
Lack of faith, that it is "better reality" caused a lack of investment in the quality of their own lives,
their own environment, the future of their children.
At the moment, the picture is rather pessimistic and shows the status of the situation, which
was more or less controlled, built reality the inhabitants of these cities. Polish, deprived of the
conditions of life, especially lack of the work, are focused on emigration, Germans in the vastness
of problems, are trying to find a way to rejuvenate cities.
In general, the possibility of internal integration of citizens is hindered by the lack of jobs.
Factories once developed prosperity, now, due to the global economic revolution will not produce
more jobs. They rotate in demolition, threatening the inhabitants of their image. It needs attention
and fast reaction.
Methods of research
Presented in this publication example is an attempt to determine the pathways of the EuroCity
Gubin – Guben, which could be used as a typical solution, and after adaptation to the analysis
useful in other Eurocities.
It is based on the transformation of urban space, located near the border, based on the post
factory area. In general postindustrial objects ask about intervention. This practice shows the need
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for assistance in adapting post industrial zone to a new facility with the determination of such a
selection of features that will be of interest to the local community, fill in the interest of all
stakeholders, the combination of ambition of both countries, cultures and communities.
The purpose of these activities is to find the essence of function for the not existing urban
public space in wider city context. The trial to build the character of the city model, good for work
in, rest, and simply live in.
Results
Factories once developing prosperity, due to the global economic revolution will not produce
more jobs now. They rotate in disrepair, threatening the inhabitants of their image.
They are mostly located by the river, which forms the border between the countries show how
big the problem is being there for years. Pompously created Euroregions and Eurocities policy
proved to be only the names. Quality of life in these cities is now very bad and continues to
deteriorate.
It requires constant interference of different backgrounds. As a representative of a group of
architects took up with a group of enthusiasts on the implementation of conceptual solutions for
improvement, revitalization of the industrial plants of any quest for even existing facilities of any
new features...
The following will present conceptual work showing adaptability of already defunct factories.
We are talking about factory of the shoes - "Carina" located in Eurocity Gubin / Guben.
Location. General characteristics of Eurocity - Guben-Gubin. Eurocity Gubin-Guben is
28 thousand habitants of a border town located in the Polish-German part of Lower Lusatia on the
Neisse (Polish side has 17000 people). Road distances from selected cities are:
 Berlin – 120 km
 Poznań – 180 km
 Wroclaw – 200 km
From the North and East side of the city extend the hills called Gubiński' hills. These areas
reach up to 120 meters above sea level and the Old Town Square is situated on the river at the
height of the route of 48.5 m. The western boundary of the town of Gubin is Nyssa, behind which
lies the second (German) historical part of the city Guben once forming one body. Previously
confined to the south city water spills dense network Lubsza-Neisse, now there are large areas of
fertile lands, which contributed to the formation of a dense structure of rural settlement. During the
formation of the Polish state Gubińska Earth was the transition area of cultures and influences its
neighbors, which claimed the pretensions of both Germans and Czechs.
The first mention of the city dating from the early thirteenth century, when in one of the
documents issued by the bearded contains a provision to allow duty-free supplies of salt from
Gubin. On June 1, 1235 r. Gubin was given the privilege and the Magdeburg city rights, and in
1298 rights to build the town hall. In 1311 it acquired the rights to mint its own coins and building
fortifications. From 1325 to the beginning of the sixteenth century the municipal authorities
subjected to criminal courts. A document from 1412 contains information about the existence of the
parish school, and the source of the sixteenth century indicates the existence of a mill, sawmill and
bath. During this time, the device was built for water, and since 1563 it became operational water
tower, which was placed in the tower gate of the monastery. Ducting water copper pipes were
placed underground. They survived partly up to 1913. Then a general upgrading of water supply
was made.
After World War I Gubin became a part of the Weimar Republic and was ruled by the Third
Reich. It was a result of the offensive in the Second World War in April 1945. The city was
captured by the Soviet Army and the Polish side was completely destroyed. Gubin was split by two
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parts. Right part, of approximately of 90 % was destroyed again within the limits of the Polish state,
and the left bank of Germany.
Natural disasters, acts of war and the situation after World War II meant that few monuments
preserved its former glory in Gubin. In 1996 municipal governments of Guben and Gubin signed an
agreement on bilateral cooperation, which aimed to create a common vision of the spatial structure
of the area – to the formation of a homogeneous urban organism, and to create a Eurocity GubinGuben (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Concept of spatial structure of the Gubin-Guben Eurocity. Source: http://bip.gubin.pl
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Currently Gubin is the seat of the Polish branch of the Euroregion "Spree – Nysa – Bóbr"
(Karl Grenzer: „Kalendarium Gubina 1945-2009”, p. 40-42).
In the past, Gubin was known for his trade, production of good cloth (the oldest statutes
drapers' guild is known from 1652). In 1956, Gubin was an expression of the activation taking place
in Poland in political and economic transformation context. Destruction of the city as a result of the
war in 1945 and the division of the city due to the system after the war, were the cause of the
development of many adverse conditions.
On the Polish side of the Eurocity, one of the less damaged industrial facilities was a factory
of Wolf family. Straight after war it started the production of leather shoes under the name
"Carina".
Friedrich Wilhelm Wolf established a cloth factory in 1858 on the right bank of the Neisse
(now – Polish Gubin). It produced very good quality materials and quickly gained international
fame. Under the name "Stern-Tuche" (Star drapery) won the market. Products of Wilhelm Wolf
contributed largely to the fact that the city was called "Guben- materials for men's coats". Friedrich
Wilhelm Wolf was a director until 1931, then in 1931–1945 directors were his sons in turn Adolf
Wolf, Wolf Werber and Erich Wolf.
The wife of one of the sons of Erich Wolf was Eliza from home Wilke, owner of the world
famous CG Hat Factory Wilke Guben (Historia Żydów w Guben, p. 4-5).
The company ended its existence in 1945. Then the machines were dismantled and
transported to the Soviet Union. In later years, Wolf-site was divided between the newly formed
Gubińskie Betting Clothing "Goflan" and Gubińskie Shoes Factories that after 1970 changed its
name to Lubusz Betting Leather Industry "Carina".
Because of the global economical changes the factory production stopped finally in 1999. In
April 2001, the factory buildings were sold to private hands. Yet today, the buildings could not be
exploited. Factory canteen was demolished and a few other buildings too. Rest of the structure is
waiting for the adaptation still asking about interventions. In general they are in excellent condition,
that's why the decision to create some picture of possibilities is shown in architectural conception
below.
Conception of the revitalization of the post industrial zone in "Carina" factory in
Gubin-Guben (Rewitalizacja terenu poprzemysłowego fabryki "Carina" w Euromieście GubinGuben, author: Katarzyna Szulżyk, Promoteur: PhD arch. K.Dobrowolski). Speaking about serious
relationships for the revitalization of such a large structure, it's good to find the answer to the
question about the general features that would be able with accompany functions to give the
opportunity to adapt the object to the new targets.
For the people from outside who are maintaining objectivity to the existing situation, it is
important to "learn to the place" by any possible ways. The bigger knowledge a designer will
collect in a short unit of time, the larger field of possibility is able to see.
Beginning with the study of the city, its history, present, opportunities, possible causes, as in
this case, degradation and other, deepening the acquired knowledge on similar issues concerning the
post industrial zone it is possible to understand the causes of the problem and easier to exclude them
in future processes. Knowing, for example, the profile and scale of production, understanding the
deprivation of a certain number of employees the ability to maintain itself, understanding of the
technical and adaptive capacity of objects (technical inventory), provides the necessary knowledge
to begin the design phase. (Fig. 2).
Implementation of the inventory based on existing terms of building's technical quality
(proposed preservation of buildings, and proposed demolition), the quality of the space between the
buildings (interior urban quality) and on the exterior – relationship with the city, analysis of
communication services, both, pedestrians and motorists after the preparation of the relevant
applications, provides a basis to begin the design phase – select functions.
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Fig 2. Concept of the revitalization – historical part – analysis: left side – poster of the wide history of the city
Gubin-Guben, right side – information about past of the factory. Source: author

Fig. 3. Inventory of the existing situation. Source: author
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The presented examples show (Fig. 3, left side) photographic inventory of existing state of the
factory's buildings demolished (yellow colour) and still existing (red one). Additionally, we can find
the information about buildings prepared for demolition and to leave in order to adapt to the new
function (Fig. 3, right side, Fig. 4).
Design
Focusing attention on the widest possible application of universal content by matching
features, their possible timelessness, adaptability to all conditions, but above all an attempt to
produce a quality space that will integrate the Germans and Polish, there was made the object with
the main function as education (vocational school group) – production (low output) – industrial
(small scale).
Looking at the figure shown in Fig. 5, and starting analysis of the function of the west-south
corner of the plan, and moving clockwise direction, the project will show:
– recreation – gym for students,
– offices and apartments for employees,
– industrial and manufacturing plant,
– urban cultural center with a restaurant and access from the street,
– auditorium, fashion shows, cinema
– students dormitory, rooms for the teachers,
– reconstruction and – recreational areas
– green area with a swimming pool, an orchard of fruit trees,
– shops for students + dining + possible sale of the work done in school,
– higher school of design – design and implementation of textile and leather clothing,
– complemented by a glass buildings "foyer" (on the plan in red), communications room,
the hall and circulation paths in the exhibition hall student's works exposition,
– language center, a business incubator – college
– an industrial plant - production of footwear and clothing + practice.

Fig. 4. Inventory of the existing situation,
view for the plan. Source: author

Fig. 5. Inventory of the existing situation, view from the west-south,
from the Nisse river side. Source: author
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Visualization of the announcement can be seen in Fig. 6, 7 and 8. This is an image of
transformation stagnant situation, which should serve as a concept design possibilities for the
preservation of the object. Without the similar actions, almost, that it would be impossible to
rejuvenate the objects in this scale. Expected timeline, which is provided by the designer, shows the
need to adapt that is planned at least for 20 years. This shows the enormity of effort that should be
controlled on the basis of the resulting concept.

Fig. 6. Visualization of the design situation, view from the
west-north, from the Nisse river side. Source: author

Fig. 7. Visualization of the design situation, view from
the west-south, from the Nisse river side. Source: author

Fig. 8. Design – plan with the visualization – left side, and the definition of the "new function"
with colours – right side. Source: author

Conclusions
The emphasis on raising awareness of especially young people about the healing
disadvantaged ethnic groups in Eurocity Gubin-Guben through the actions described above are
effective.
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Study on the complexity of the processes associated with the chaos created after the World
War II associated with resettlement, loss of national identity, place of residence and occupation,
country, family ties build specific solutions. It is possible to use them to create new situation in this
pessimistic reality.
Very responsible way is to involve students to remedy of the situation in Eurocities as
positively naive, people not "contorted" with knowledge and routine of adults, who, with their work
can stimulate the activities of the local community, the scientific environment and other
stakeholders. The use of modern science connections with art in various forms, by the impact of
image, sound and smell should generate the controlled chaotic phenomena.
Concentration of attention on the problem of creating the possibility of the proper functioning
of the Eurocities, as a whole, is intended to create innovative ways of teaching at schools and
colleges through strategies which give the opportunity to sensitize young people on the existential
problems that occur in these locations.
This can be achieved through the involvement of students in the theoretical and practical
exercises, organized in the framework of on-site workshops/meetings, during which they can learn
sustainable ways of existence in the context of specific rules and create new tools, best to achieve
their goals.
Students can participate in discussions with representatives of all social groups and actively
cooperate in research. Students can acquire practical experience, for example, building projects,
exhibitions of their projects based on the creation of new images, new generation using locally
available materials and construction techniques. Participation and the dialog with the local
community will give knowledge of the foundation of chaotic activities of local communities, so that
will give the opportunity to minimize errors when writing activities for the future. Possible actions
for sustainable education and training to build the partnership between Polish and Germans are as
follows:
1. Define a controlled chaotic approach to improving the quality of life of the local
community through a multi-faceted engagement of the Eurocities to work of students, teachers, staff
and researchers from the universities involved.
2. Focusing attention on the search and organization of research on sustainable methods of
use of a combination of science and art for the reduction of chaotic actions that led to stagnant
existential, demographic and socio-social situation in Eurocities.
3. Creating laboratories/workshops to test methods for sustainable use and construction of
new models/prototypes structures, with a focus on the joint development of students, teachers and
researchers.
4. Create a network of interactions between the participants in the search for chaos control
activities.
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